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1. Introduction. Let xW be a complex-valued function having bounded

variation over O^t^l, let x(0)=0, and let x(0 have no removable discon-

tinuities. This mass function %(t) generates a Hausdorff transformation (Haus-

by means of which a series M0+M1+M2+ • • • with partial sums s0, $i, s2, • • •

is summable H(x) to <r if crn—>cr as n—> =0 . The transformation H(x) is regular

(that is, such that existence of lim sn implies lim o-„ = lim sn) if and only if

X(l) = 1 and xW->0 as t^O.

Among the familiar regular transformations obtained by specializing %(t)

are the methods Cr CRfr) >0) of Cesäro for which x(0 = 1 - (1 -t)r; the meth-

ods Hr (5^(r) >0) of Holder for which

and the methods Er (0<rgl) of Euler for which xW =0 or 1 according as

0^/Oorr^^l.

It is well known that neither Cesäro nor Holder methods are effective in

evaluating power series outside their circles of convergence. Characterization

of the region of the complex plane in which a power series £a„z" is summable

Er was given by Knopp [14] and Rademacher [18] for the cases in which r

is of the form 2~k, & = 1, 2, 3, • • • . If z0 is an interior point of the Borel

polygon determined by X)a„zn, then £anZo is summable Er provided r lies

within a sufficiently small interval 0<r< 5 to the right of the origin. On the

other hand, if Zi is a point outside the Borel polygon, then no regular Euler

method can evaluate zZa"zi- Beyond these facts and a few corollaries of them,

very little seems to be known about the problem of analytic extension by

means of Hausdorff methods of summability. It has been conjectured by

Garabedian and Wall [8] that a regular Hausdorff method is ineffective out-

side the circle of convergence unless x(0 is constant over some interval

1 — 8=t^l. For references to literature (up to 1927) on analytic extension

by various methods, see Hille [10].

dorff [9]) H(x)
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Long ago it became the fashion to test the efficacy of methods of summa-

bility by applying them to the geometric series £z". We determine, in terms

of the generating function x(0> the open region of the z-plane in which y,z"

is summable by a regular Hausdorff method H(x)- The result is set forth in

the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Let %(0 have bounded variation over 0^/ = l, let x(0 + )

= x(0) =0, let x(l) = 1, and let x(0 have no removable discontinuities. Let r be

the greatest lower bound of all numbers p such that x(0 — 1 when p=t?S,l. Then

£z" is summable H(x) to 1/(1 — z) at each point z interior to the circle

h('-7)l = 7
and £z" is non-summable H(x) at each point z exterior to the same circle.

Let the number r described in the statement of the theorem be termed the

order of the transformation H(x)< and let the circle be termed the circle of

summability. If (as is the case for the Cesäro and Holder methods) there is

no interval p<t£l over which x(0 is constant, then the order r of -ff(x) is 1

and the circle of summability is identical with the circle of convergence. If

(as is the case for the Euler methods of order 0<r<l) there is an interval

P<< = 1 over which xW is constant, then the order r of H(x) is less than 1.

The order must be positive since x(0~>® as t—»0. Thus the radius r_1 of the

of the circle of summability is greater than 1, the circle of summability being

tangent to the line 2\.(z) = 1 at the point z = 1. Since the center and radius of

the circle of summability depend only upon the order of H(x), it follows that

two Hausdorff methods of equal order have the same circle of summability. In

particular, the circle of summability of a Hausdorff method of order r is the

same as that of the Euler method Er of equal order(1). Differences in effective-

ness of two Hausdorff methods of equal order can appear only for points z

on the circle of summability. It is a consequence of Theorem 1.1 that the effec-

tiveness of methods H(x) in evaluating increases steadily as the order r

decreases. Each fixed point z% for whichcRKza < 1 lies within the circle of summa-

bility of H(x) provided the order r of H(x) is sufficiently near 0. Each fixed

point Zi for which Zi?^l and^Zi^l lies outside each circle of summability

and accordingly £z" is non-summable H(x) for each regular H(x)-

Proof of summability of y,z" when z lies inside the circle of summability

is very simple and is given in §2. Proof of non-summability is more compli-

cated; this and related facts are proved in §3. In §§4 and 5, we establish

uniform summability of power series over appropriate sets. In §§6 and 7, we

(') A regular method H(x) includes Er if and only if the order of H(x) is less than or equal

to r. See Hille and Tamarkin [l 1 ]. For a general discussion of inclusion relations involving regu-

lar Hausdorff methods, see Garabedian, Hille, and Wall [7].
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define and discuss collective Hausdorff summability. In §8, we improve a known

theorem relating Abel and Hausdorff summability.

2. Proof of summability. When z^ 1, the series 2Zz" has partial sums

s4 = (1 - z*+1)/(l - sj, k = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

and the i/(x) transform of the series £zn is accordingly

<r„(z) = —-— f1 il'c..»(to)*(l - t)n~kdx(t)
1 — z      1 — Z./ o «--0

(2.1)
1 z

--—/»(*)
1 — z     1 — z

where

(2.2) /„(z) = f {l+i(2-l)]»rfx(0.
«' o

The sequence/„(z) is the H(x) transform of the sequence Sk=zk.

Let x(0 be regular and let z0 be a fixed point inside the circle of summa-

bility; we show that zZzo is summable to 1/(1 —z0) by showing that/„(z0)—»0

as n—> oo . Since Zo lies inside the circle of summability,

(2.3) I 1 + r(z0 - 1) I < 1

where r is the order of H(x) and accordingly x(0 =1 when r</ = l. We may

assume that x(0 =1 over r^t^l. Let e >0. Then

,/»(*>) I = I f [l + /(2o - l)Nx(0
J no

(2.4) I 1 + /(z0 - 1) I" I dx{t) I + f   I lvf *(z8 - 1) H <*X(0 I
•/ 0 «'S

o -'s

when « is sufficiently great, provided 5 is a positive number so chosen that

(2.5) f \dX(t)\<e/2,
J o

and A is a constant for which

(2.6) max   | 1 + t(z0 - 1) | ^ 4 < 1.

Hence/„(z0)—>0 and our result follows. In case F is a closed set interior to

the circle of summability, it is possible to fix <5>0 such that (2.5) holds and
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then show existence of a constant A such that (2.6) holds for each z0EF;

this implies uniform summability over the set F.

3. Proof of non-summability. Assuming that xW satisfies the hypotheses

of Theorem 1.1 and that z is a fixed point outside the circle of summability,

we show that £z" is not summable H(x)- For this, it is sufficient to show that

the H(x) transform /„(z) of the sequence zn is unbounded.

The hypothesis that z lies outside the circle of summability implies that

|z| >1. Hence there is a number t\ such that 0     < 1 and

I 1 + (z - 1)/| £ 1, 0 £ t ^ th

> 1, h < t ^ 1.

In case^z^l, ti is 0; and in casecRiz<l, we have 0<2j.<l. Again using the

hypothesis that z lies outside the circle of summability, we obtain

I 1 + (z - l)f I > 1

where r is the order of i?(x). and accordingly r>h. Hence our result is a con-

sequence of the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. If |z| >1 and x(0 is a function of bounded variation over

0£t = 1 having no removable discontinuities, then a necessary and sufficient con-

dition that the H(x) transform

/.(*) = f' [l + (z - i)t]'dx(t)
J 0

of the sequence Sk=zk be bounded is that x(t) be constant over the interval h<t = l

over which | l + (z- l)t\ > 1(2). •

Sufficiency is obvious; for if x(0 is constant over h<t^l, then we may

assume xW constant over h =t — 1 and obtain

I /»(*)| ̂ f 11 + (z- i)/H<xx(ol
V 0

= /"'I l + (z- l)t\»\dx(t) \ ^ f'1] dx(t)

To prove necessity, we simplify writing by setting f =z —1, and assume

that the sequence /„ defined by

l + ro-rfxW

(2) In case H(x) is an Euler method Er for which 0 <r <1, /„(z) = [l —l)r]" and we see

immediately that/„(z) is bounded if and only if|l+(z —and hence if and only if 0<r^k

and therefore if and only if %{t) = 1 over to <t g 1. The case in which H(x) is not an Euler method

is not so simple.
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is bounded. Integrating by parts, setting

u(t) = (1 + tt)»,     vt(t) = - j dx(s) = x(t) - x(D,

we obtain

(3.11) fn= f dx(t) - »r f (l + ity-h^dt.
J 0 ■» 0

If we show that V\{t)=r) over h<t£\, our result will follow. The function

Vi{i) has bounded variation over OiSi = l and has no removable discontinui-

ties. If we set

(3.12) if = f  (1 + V)*vi(t)*,
J o

then (3.11) and our hypotheses imply that I„—*0 as n—->«>. Integrating by

parts, setting

u = (1 + ?*)", » - J »if>)rf«,

we obtain

= f »i(o* - «r f (i + vy-^ifydt.
Jo Jo

If we show that v2(t)=0 over ti<t£l, our result will follow. The function

v2(t) is continuous and if we set

' I? = f  (1 + {t)»v,(t)dt
J o

then I„2)—>0 as «—><». If we integrate by parts once more, setting

i

g(t) = — J v2(u)du,

we see that our result is a consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. If g(t) has a continuous derivative, if \ l+f| >1, and if

(3.21) /„ = f  (1 + ltyg{t)dt, n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,
o

w bounded, then g(t)=0 over the interval t\<t£l of values of t for which

\l+tt\>1.

Since 7„ is bounded, the series / ./„w" converges and defines a function
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00

n=0

analytic over the open circular region \w\ <1 of a complex w-plane. If

\w\ <1/| 1+f I, then

I »(1 + &) I S ] w 11 1 + f I < 1, 0 = / = 1,

so that
00

£ (1 + ff) "«"•£(*)
n—0

converges uniformly over O^/^l. Hence it follows from (3.21) that when

u<i/|i+r|,
00 /% ]

Y. InW" =    I —
ji-0 J o 1

5(0 .*

w — w{t

But the function /^(w) defined by

Jo 1
I ——-it

w — w{t

is analytic at each point w of the complex plane except possibly those for

which the equation

1
w =

l + st

holds for some / in the interval 0 = t = l.

Let t0 be fixed such that 0<t0 = 1 and I l+f/0| > 1. If we set, for y real,

w« =
v    1 + {(to + iy)

then

1 + $7           f(i, - < + iy)
1 - wB 1 + f/) = 1-=-

l + $•(*„ + *»   l + r(<e + *»

and hence when y^O

1 + {(to + iy) r ' S(t)1 + f(/0 + *y) C
Fi(wy) =- I

c J n
it.

f J o * — h — iy

But F\(w) and F2(w) are functions which are analytic and equal at points

•w = ivv for which y is real, not 0, and |y| is sufficiently small. Moreover F^w)

is analytic at the point w =Wo = 1/(1 +fto)- Therefore lima,o F2(wy) must exist.

Hence if we set
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r1 g(t)
G(y) = --^—dt, y*0,

Jo t — to — ly

then limH,0 G(y) must exist. We are now in a position to complete the proof by

showing that g(to) must be 0.

Since g(t) has a continuous derivative, there is a continuous function B(t)

such that

g(t) = B(t)(t - to) + g(to).

Hence G(y) =G\(y) -4-G2(y) where

J o t — to — ty J o t — to — ty

Since the first integrand is dominated by |-B(<)| and converges to B(t) as

y—>0, limB,o Gi(y) exists; hence lim^o G2(y) must exist. Upon evaluating the

integral for G2(y), we see that existence of lim„_0 G2(y) implies that g(t0) =0.

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2 and hence also the proofs of Theo-

rems 3.1 and 1.1.

4. Uniform summability of power series inside Euler polygons B(r). Let

£c„z" be a power series with a finite positive radius of convergence R, and

let/(z) be the function generated by analytic extension along radial lines from

the origin. The open set in which/(z) is thus defined is the Mittag Leffler star S.

If a half-line 1$ of points z, such that z=pei* where p = 0, contains no singular

point of f(z), then 1$ is in S. If 1$ contains a singular point, and p0 is the least

value of p for which pe'* is a singular point, then the point { =poei'1' is a vertex

of the star; the points of 1$ for which 0 <po He in 5 and the points for which

P^Po are exterior to S.

Let r be fixed such that 0 < r S 1 • Corresponding to each vertex £ of the

star, let B(r, {) denote the set of points z for which

(4.01)

This set B(r, {) is the interior of the circle, with center at (1— r_1)f, which

passes through the point f. The set B(r, f) contains the interior of the circle

of convergence. Let B(r) denote the set of inner points of the intersection of

the sets B(r, f) determined by the set of vertices f of S. This set B(r), which is

not a polygon in the ordinary sense, was called a curvilinear polygon by

Knopp [14]; we shall call it the Euler polygon of order r. For each r, B(r) is a

bounded convex open set containing the inner points of the circle of conver-

gence. If ri<r2, then B(r2, f)C5(ri, f) for each f and accordingly B(r2) C5(ri).

The union, for 0<r^ 1 of the sets B(r) is (Knopp [14] and Rademacher [18])

the Borel polygon B. It was shown by Knopp and Rademacher, for the case
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in which r = 2~p, that £c„z" is summable Er or non-summable ET according

as z lies inside or outside the Euler polygon BT of order r. The following theo-

rem presents a fact, involving summability by regular Hausdorff methods,

which is the analogue of the fundamental fact that a power series having a

finite radius of convergence converges uniformly over each closed set F inside

the circle of convergence.

Theorem 4.1. If H(%) is a regular Hausdorff transformation of order r and F

is a closed subset of the Euler polygon B(r) of order r of a power series £cnzn

having a finite positive radius of convergence, then £c„zn is summable H(x) uni-

formly over F to the function f(z) obtained by analytic extension of £c„z" along

radial lines from the origin.

Let ZiEB(r).Then, when f is a vertex of the star 5, | Zi- (1 -r~l){\ <r~l ft

Let ft be a point not in S. Then a vertex f of 5 and a number p = 1 exist such

that ft=pft The circular set of points z for which |z — (1— r_1)ft| <r-1|ft|

contains the circular set of points z for which | z— (1 — r-1)ft| <r-1|f| and

hence contains Z%. This shows that if Zi£5(r) and ft is not in the star, then

I zi — (1 — ?—1)ft/1 <r-!|ft|. It follows that if Zi£5(r), then the set of all points

u for which

(4.11) I zi - (1 - r~l)u\ = r~l \ u\

must lie in the star. The set of points u for which (4.11) holds is the set for

which

(4.12)

Therefore, if ZiEB(r), the circular set of points u satisfying (4.11) and (4.12)

must lie in the star 5. This circular set contains the origin in its interior, and

the point Zi lies on the boundary.

Let p(0) be the continuous positive function such that the point w =p((/>)ei*

traverses the boundary of B(r) as <p increases from 0 to 2tt. Corresponding to

each multiplier h for which 0<&<1, let ß(r, h) be the open set of points in-

side the curve u=hp(<p)ei4'. The sets ß(r, h) are nested subsets of B{r) in the

sense that if 0<Äi<ä2<1, then ß{r, hi)Qß(r, hi)CZB(r). Since F is a closed

subset of the open set B(r), there is a multiplier h0 such that 0<Ä0<1 and

Fdß(r, ho). Let hi be fixed such that ho<hi<l. Since H(x) is regular, the

H(x) transform of zZ,c„zn converges to/(0) when z = 0. Accordingly, it is suffi-

cient to prove that the H(x) transform of £c„.z" converges to /(z) uniformly

over the set ßo obtained by deleting the point z = 0 from the set ß(r, ho).

Let z£|6V Then there is a number X=X(z) >1 such that the point Xz lies

on the boundary of the set ß{r, hi); we shall want to use the fact that X>Xo

where X0 = hi/h0. Let C(z) denote the circle composed of the points u for which
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(4.21) Xz — (1 — r_1)w I =r~1\u\

Since Xz£.73(r), the circle C(z) lies in the star. The equation of C(z) can be

written in the form

(4.22)
1 - r

u-Xz
Xz

From this equation, it is apparent that the origin and the point z lie inside the

circle C(z); in fact 0 and z are points of the diameter having its ends at the

points — [r/(2 — r)]Xz and Xz. Since 0<r/(2— r) <1<X, it is apparent that if

m£C(z), then

(4.23) Xz
rci

= c2 > 0

where C\ is the minimum value of | Xz | when Xz lies on the boundary of the set

ß(r, hi) and accordingly Ci = h\R where R is the radius of convergence of

£c„z"; and where c2 is defined by the last equality. Since on the one hand

|Xz —z| =C3>0 where Cz is the minimum value of \z\ — z2\ when Zi lies on the

boundary of the set ß(r, hi) and z2 lies in the closure of the set ß(r, ho), and on

the other hand

I z - [- r/(2 - f)]Xs|     I [r/(2 - r)]Xz | = c2,

it follows that when u £ C(z)

(4.24) U — z    ^ C4 > 0,

the constant Ci being the minimum value of Cz and c2.

When zEj30 and wGC(z), the equality (4.21) gives

(4.31)
1 1

X r

If Mi =Mo, then the set of points v of the complex plane for which the inequality

(4.32)

holds when /i=jji is a subset of the set of points v for which the inequality

holds when ß—ßo- Hence we can use (4.31) and the fact that X=-X(z) ^X0 to

obtain

1 1

u      X0 \       r /

When ix has the fixed value /i=X0 1<1, the set of points v for which (4.32)

holds is a closed subset of the set of points v for which

v - (1 i)   < r-i
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Hence there is a constant 9, depending only on r and Xo and independent of z

and u, such that O<0<1 and

(4.33)
u     \       r / I r

If 5 is a fixed number for which 0 < 5 <r, then (4.33) implies existence of a and

<t> such that 0<a^ 1, O<0 = 2tt and

z      /        1\ ad
--(l--)+-<
u      \       r / r

and it follows easily that, when S^t^r,

1+<f/-01
(4.34)

t ate
1-1-e<+

r r

-i_3(V)=0i<i

where 0i is a constant, defined by the equality, depending on 8, 9, and r but

independent of z and u. These considerations show also that

(4.35) 1 + /(HI-t, 0 = t = r.

For each h in the interval 0<Ä<1, let W(h) denote the set which con-

tains those and only those points w for which the inequality

(4.41) (1 — r~l)w I ^ r~x I w

holds for at least one point z' in the closure of the set ß(r, h) defined above.

For each h, W(h) is [see (4.11)] the union of sets in the star and accordingly

W(h) is in the star. It is probably true that W(h) is closed, but we do not

need the result. For each h, the set W(h) is bounded. If 0<fei<A2<l, then

the points of the closure of W(hi) are inner points of PF(A2) and it follows

that the closure W(hi) of W(hi) lies in the star. Since W{hi) is a bounded

closed subset of the star,/(z) must be bounded over IF(Ai). Choose a con-

stant c6 such that

/(*) I = ct, z G W(hi).

From the definitions of C(z) and W(hi), it follows that the points on the

curve C(z) lie in the set W(hi) for each z£j3o- Hence, when z£/30,

(4.42) /(«) Ci, C(z),

the constant c5 being independent of z and «.
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For each z£j30, let C(z) be the circle defined above. The coefficients c,-

are related to /(z) by the familiar formula

1   f /(*)
(4.51) Cj = —;        — du, j=0, 1,2,

2ir»Jc(2) U'+1

and the fact that C(z) surrounds both the origin and the point z implies that

the partial sums of /.!c,-z'~ are given by

(4.52)
2-mJ cw u — zL      \M/ J

1   f        z/(«) /z\*
= /(z)- ( —) d«.

2wiJc(z) u(u — z)\u/• c(.)  «(« — z)

The 22(x) transform of /,C<z' is accordingly given by

(4.53) <r„(z) = /(z) - (27Tt)-1^n(z)

where

/•1 r zf(u) "^xW —-—-EC*- (i -
o Jew u(u — Z) k~0 \u/

= f dX(t) f        *f(U) Jl + <(— ~ l)l"d«.
^o Jew u{u — z)L        \u /J

Hence we may complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 by showing that Rn(z)

converges to 0 uniformly over ß0. Since x(0 is constant over r<t = 1, we may-

assume that %W = 1 over r = /= 1 and replace the upper limit of integration

by r. We then obtain

/" i         if       1*11 f(u) I             /2       \ I" i i<*x(0| i i   l + M-1) \du\.
0 J C(z)   I M I I W — Z I \U /I

If c6 denotes the least upper bound of |z| for z£E/30, then

I z I I /(«) I C6C6
(4.55) yVr^-T=~ = c?

I U I I M — Z I C2C4

where C7 is the constant, independent of z and u, defined by the last equality.

Let c8 be the least upper bound of the circumferences of the circles C(z);

it is obviously finite since the circles lie in the bounded set W{hi). Let

c9 = c7Ci. With the aid of (4.34) and (4.35) we obtain, when 0<5<r

(4.6) I 22,(8) I = c9 f 5 \dx(t)\+ct feil
J 0 J 6

dx(t)

Let e>0, and fix 5 such that 0<5<r and the first term on the right is less

than e/2. Then choose N such that the last term is less than e/2 when n = N.
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We then have |i?n(z)| <e when z£/30 and n = N. This completes the proof

of Theorem 4.1.

Throughout this section, we have considered power series £c„zn for

which the radius of convergence R is finite. In case R = o° the series is uni-

formly summable, to the entire function /(z) determined by the series, over

each bounded set E by each regular transformation of the form

00

(4.7) *(0 = 5>*(0*»

and hence in particular by each regular transformation of the form H(x)-

To prove this, we note first that if s„(z), w = 0, 1, 2, • • • , is the sequence of

partial sums of £cnz", then the sequence converges uniformly over E to

/(z) and the sequence is uniformly bounded over E. Hence (see Agnew [l,

Theorem 7.21 ], and Agnew [2]) the sequence sn(z) and the series£c„z" must

be uniformly summable to/(z) over E.

5. Other methods of summability. Let £c„z" be a power series having a

finite positive radius of convergence, and let F be a closed set interior to

the Borel polygon B. Then r exists such that 0<r^l and F(ZB(r), and, by

Theorem 4.1, £cnz" is uniformly summable Er over F to /(z). Let o-£r)(z),

»=0, 1, • • • , denote the Er transform of £c„z". Since/(z) and the functions

<Tir)(z), <r2r)(z), • • • are each bounded over F, it follows that the sequence

<r£''(z) is uniformly bounded over F.

Let G be a method of summability of the form (4.7) which includes Er.

For example, G may be the Borel exponential method (Hurwitz [12, p. 27])

or the LeRoy method (Morse [15, p. 281]). Let G be such that, for each t,

£ ak{t)zk

k=0

converges for all complex values of z. This requirement, which is automata

cally satisfied when G is of finite reference, is also satisfied when G is either

the Borel exponential method or the LeRoy method. Since the inverse of E,

is E\ir (Hurwitz [12]), the G transform of s„(z) may be written

(5.1) c{t,z) = EE ak{t)Ck,P— (1-) cp\z).
k-o P=o rp\       r /

Our hypotheses imply that, for each the series in the right member of (5.1)

is absolutely convergent. Hence (5.1) can be written in the form

(5.2) 5(0 = Z   Zo*(0C*.,-(l--) k,

where o(t)=cr{t, z) and sp=<jp\z). The hypothesis that G includes E, im-
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plies that (5.2) is a regular transformation of the form (4.7). Hence it fol-

lows, as at the end of the last section, that o-(t, z) must converge to /(z)

uniformly over F, that is, £c„zn is summable G to/(z) uniformly over F. In

particular, a power series £c„zn is summable by the Borel exponential method

uniformly over each bounded closed set inside the Borel polygon. This particular

result may be known, but the author is unable to give a reference. Borel [4]

and Phragmen [16] have shown that£c„z" is summable, by the exponential

method, at each point inside the Borel polygon and non-summable at each

point outside the polygon; and Doetsch [5] has discussed summability on

the boundary of the polygon.

6. Collective Hausdorff summability 3C. It was shown by Hurwitz and

Silverman [13] that a transformation of the form

CO

(6.11) <rn = £ anksk
k~ o

commutes with the C\ transformation

1 n+l

(6. 12) <r„ = -£ Sk
»+li=d

if and only if it has the form

(6.13) <rn = £C.*j Z(- l)''hCm- k,j - k\Xsk

where X0, Xi, ■ • • is a sequence of complex constants. It was shown by

Hausdorff [9] that such a transformation is regular if and only if the se-

quence Xo, Xi, • • • is the moment sequence

(6.14) X„= f FdX(t)
•J o

of a function %W> having bounded variation over 0^/^l, such that

X(0 + ) =x(0) =0 and x(l) = 1- When (6.14) holds, the transformation (6.13)

takes the form H(x)- As was shown both by Hurwitz and Silverman and by

Hausdorff, these regular transformations commute with each other as well

as with Ci and hence constitute a system of consistent methods of summa-

bility. By this we mean that if a series or sequence is summable by two differ-

ent regular methods of the form H(x), then the two values assigned must be

equal.

This circumstance makes possible the following definition of a method 3C

of summability which makes use of the collection of regular methods H(x)

and which may be called the collective Hausdorff method. Let a series £m„

be called summable 3C to the value a if it is summable to the value cr by at

least one regular method H(x).
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The method 3C is obviously regular. It is also linear; by this we mean

that if two series £«„ and £f„ with partial sums sn and tn are summable 3C

to U and V, respectively, and if a and ß are constants, then £(aMn4-j3nn)

is summable 3C to aU-\-ßV. This follows from Hurwitz and Silverman [13,

Theorem 3].

It is clear from Theorem 1.1 that the method 3C is stronger than any one

method of the form H(x) '< if H(x) is regular, then £z" is summable H(x)

only inside and perhaps at some of the points on the boundary of the appro-

priate circle of summability, but £z" is summable 3C for each z in the half-

plane c/\z<l. It would be interesting to know whether there is a regular

method of summability, based on a single sequence-to-sequence or sequence-

to-function transformation of the familiar type, which includes 3C; perhaps

there is one which is equivalent to 3C. The Borel exponential method B\

evaluates £z" when ^(z) < 1; but B\ does not include the method Ci de-

termined by x(0 =t and hence B\ doe's not include 3C. The LeRoy method L

includes the regular Euler methods Er (Morse [15]) and the regular Cesäro

methods CV (Garabedian [6]); but, if one may judge from the difficulty in

showing that L includes Cr, it must be difficult to determine the extent to

which L includes Hausdorff methods. That L does not include 3C is a corol-

lary of Theorem 8.4.

It follows from Theorem 1 that the series £z" is non-summable 3C for

each z for whichl2^z>l. This result creates a strong presumption that 3C is

ineffective outside the Borel polygon of a power series £a„z™. If a point Zo

lies outside the Borel polygon of a series £anzn, then z0 lies outside the circle

of convergence and accordingly the series £a„zS has unbounded partial

sums.

We now show existence of series with bounded partial sums sn which

are not summable 3C. The series are gap series with large gaps. Let

Wo, «i, «2, • ■ • be a sequence of integers for which 0=Wo<«i<«2< ■ • ■ and

(6.2) np+i/np-+ oo

as p—yco. Let b\, 62, ■ • • be a bounded divergent sequence of complex num-

bers, and let £w„ be the series whose partial sums s0, Si, • > • are defined by

the formulas

(6.21) sk = bp, S k    »„; p = 1, 2, • • > .

Let H(x) be regular; we show that£«„ is non-summable 3C by showing that

it is non-summable H(x)- Letting <rn denote the H(x) transform of £wn,

and setting mp = np — 1, we find that when p>l

°(™p) = I    T,C™P.*tk(l - t)m"~kskdx(t)
J 0 *-0

and
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(6.3)

/* 1 trip

<r(mp) - s{mp) = I    lZCmv,ktk{\ - <)"r"*[** ~ s{mp)}dx{t)
" 0 k=0

/» 1 mn-l

ZC,/(1 - t)^-k[sk - s(mp)]dx(t)
0 Ar=0

so that, where M is a constant for which \ bk\ ^ Af for each k = 0, 1, 2,

I 1 77171—1

/» 1 77177—1

Zcmp,*/*(i - 0'
0 i=0

Let 6>0. Choose 5>0 such that

2M f 5\dx(t)\ <e/2.

Let 0<d<5 and choose an index P such that mp-i<9mp when p^P. Then

when p^P

I <r(mp) - I < e/2 + 2M f     £ Cra„,^*(l - 0"^* | <*x(0 I •
J S k<6mp

If Li, L2, ■ ■ ■ is a sequence of positive constants for which Ln—><x> and

and L„/n—>0, say L„ = n112, we can use the elementary inequality (see, for

example, Hausdorff [9, p. 104])

£ c.***a - *>-* s —»
ifc<fc(n,() 4L„

where &(tj, /) = «{< — (L„/«)1/2}, to obtain, when £ is sufficiently great,

.      «        2M    r1, i
<r(»»i>) - *Op)   < — + -——- I     dx(t) ■

2     4£(mp) J s

Since the last term is less than e/2 when p is sufficiently great, and since

s{mp) = bp, this implies that

(6.4) lim I a(m.p) — bp | =0.
P—.00

Thus divergence of the sequence bn implies that of the sequence cr„ and ac-

cordingly £M» is non-summable H(X)-

7. A Tauberian theorem for Hausdorff methods. It is easy to amplify the

work of the preceding paragraph to establish the following Tauberian gap

theorem in which there is no order condition placed upon the non-vanishing

terms or partial sums of the series.

Theorem 7.1. If n0, »i, w2, • • • is a sequence of integers for which

0=n0<«i<m2< ■ • • and
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ttp+i/tlp —> co

as     > oo, if £m„ is a series for which

un = 0, n r* n0, nh w2, • • • ,

and ifzZ,un is summable 3C, then £w„ is convergent^).

The hypothesis implies existence of a sequence b\, bi, • • • such that the

partial sums s0, Si, • • • of satisfy (6.21). Let H(x) be a regular Haus-

dorff method by which £w„ is summable. In case the sequence bn is bounded,

we can proceed exactly as above to obtain (6.4). Convergence of cr„ then im-

plies that of bn and hence that of £m„. It remains for us to show that the

sequence bk must be bounded. For each p = 1, 2, ■ • ■ let Mr denote the maxi-

mum value of \sk\ when Qfik—mp where, as above, mp = np— 1. Then we

can obtain (6.3) and conclude that

/> 1 mp-lT, Cm,M\l ~ t)m"~k\dX(t) |.
0 k=0

Choose 5>0 such that

■ s

dx(t) I < 1/5
o

and then choose an index P such that

1  trip—I

Z Cmp,ktk(l - t)™>-k I dx(t) I < 1/5, p = P.
S k-0

Then

I <r{mp) - s(mp) \ £ (A/5)MP, p = P.

If the sequence bk is unbounded, then Mp—*cc as p—> oo and there is an infi-

nite set of indices p^P for which |s(twp)| =MP. For such values of p,

\<j{mp) \ =Mp/5. This is inconsistent with the hypothesis that Zw„ is sum-

mable H(x); hence the sequence bk must be bounded and Theorem 7.1 is

proved.

8. Criteria involving zeros of moment functions. Let H(x) be regular, and

let

u(z) = f
J 0

t*dx(t), z = 0,

be the moment function determined by x(0- The function p(z) is continuous

in the closed half-planeci\z ^0 and is analytic in the open half-plane jT\z>0.

(3) For a Tauberian theorem involving a subclass of the regular Hausdorff methods, see

Pitt [17, pp. 280-284] and Agnew [3].
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Several investigations have shown that the zeros of ju(z) play a fundamental

role in the theory of transformations of the form -ff(x)- This applies, in par-

ticular, to the relation between -ff(x) and generalized Abel summability A*

used by Silverman and Tamarkin [20 ]. Let a series ZM" with partial sums s„

be called summable A* to er* if the series

Z (1 - z)zHk

has.a positive radius of convergence and defines, by analytic extension along

radial lines from the origin, a function <r*(z) such that ff*(z) exists when

0<z<l and <r*(z)—*r* as z—»1 over the set 0<z<l. It was shown by Silver-

man and Tamarkin [20] that if u(z) has a zero with real part positive, then

A* does not include H(x); and that if ju(z) has a zero with real part 0 and a

certain supplementary condition on xW is satisfied, then again A* does not

include H(x)- In this section we obtain some results involving zeros of n(z)

on the critical lineci\z = 0; in particular we remove the supplementary condi-

tion of Silverman and Tamarkin by proving the following theorem.

Theorem 8.1. If %{t) is regular and if u(z) has a zero qfor whichcRKq = 0,

then A * does not include H(x) ■

Our results are obtained from consideration of the sequence

(q) q q log k

Sk   = k = e

in which q is a complex number with^gSO and g^O. Let -ff(x) be regular,

and let <r^' denote the H(X) transform of the sequence s^\ Then

(8.11) <rl\q)/n = fMt)dx(t)

where

(8.12) fn(t) = Z Cn.***(l - ty-*f{k/n)
lb—o

and

(8.13) f{t) = t*.

The function f(t) is bounded, is continuous over 5^/^l for each 5>0, and

is continuous at t = 0 if and only if T^g > 0. For each n, the function fn(t) is

(see Hausdorff, [9, p. 104]) the wth Bernstein polynomial determined by/(0,

and/„ (t) converges uniformly to f(t) over each interval 0 < 5 = t £ 1. Let e>0.

Choose 5>0 such that

(8.14) f5 \dX(t)\ <e/2.
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Then, since |/„(<)| gl and \f(t) \ =1 when 0^t = l and n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

I   CU(t)dX{t) ~   ff(t)dX(t)
I J 0 « 0

(8.15) g f 8 I /,(/) - fit) I I dx(0 I + f 1 I Mt) - fit) I I dxit) I
•/ 0 «'s

g e + [max   I /„(/) - f(t) |1 f  I <*x(0 I ■

This implies that, as w—*■«>, the superior limit of the first member of (8.15)

is less than or equal to e and hence 0. Hence we can let n—>«> in (8.11) to

obtain

<7(9)      r1
(8.16) Mm — =      fdxit) = uiq).

n—» tl" Jo

Suppose now that^f\g = 0 but g?^0, say q=iy where y is real and y^O. Then

the sequence

(?)        ,Q iy\ogk

Sk   = k = e

is a sequence of points, on the unit circle, having the unit circle for its set

of limit points. If piq)=0, then (8.16) implies that oi4)->0; but if ßiq)r*0,

then tri5' is a divergent sequence whose limit points constitute a circle with

radius |ai(<z)| . Thus we obtain the following theorem which has several ap-

plications.

Theorem 8.2. If Hix) is regular andcRxq = 0 but q?*0, then the sequence

4a) = &« is summable Hix) if and only if uiq) =0.

We now use Theorem 8.2 to prove Theorem 8.1. Let Hix) be regular and

let q be a zero of /x(z) for which 1{iq) =0. Since regularity of Hix) implies

that ji(0) = 1, we have q9*0. Hence, by Theorem 8.2, the sequence kq is sum-

mable Hix)- The sequence k" is the sequence of partial sums of a divergent

series for which n\un\ is bounded; hence an elementary Tauberian theo-

rem implies that the sequence kq is not summable by the ordinary Abel

method A. Since the serieszZk"zk has radius of convergence 1, it follows that

the sequence k" is also not summable by the generalized Abel method A*.

Existence of the sequence summable Hix) but not A* shows that A* does

not include Hix) and establishes Theorem 8.1.

Another consequence of Theorem 8.2 is set forth in the following theorem

in which it is not assumed that the transformation Hixi) has an inverse.

Theorem 8.3. If Hix2) and Hixi) are two regular Hausdorff methods such

that Hixz) includes Hixi), then each zero of the moment function piiz) of xiiO

with real part 0 is also a zero of the moment function uviz) of xiit)-
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To prove this theorem, let q be a zero of jui(z) for which ct\q = 0. Then

qr*0, and Theorem 8.2 implies that the sequence k" is summable il(xi)-

Hence k'! is also summable H(xi) and Theorem 8.2 implies that ^2(3) =0.

In case H(xi) and H(xz) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 8.3 and -ff(x0

has an inverse [il(xi)]_1, then the transformation H(x2) [27(Xi)]_1 is a regu-

lar Hausdorff transformation H(xs) such that H(x2) = H(xs)H(xi), and the

moment function nz(z) of Xs(t) is such that

(8.31) «*(*) = Aj(*)m(s), z ^ 0.

This result was established by Hurwitz and Silverman [13] for the case in

which pi(z) and m(z) are analytic at » and in a half-plane'rxz > —a for some

a>0; the extension to the more general regular transformations was made

by Hille and Tamarkin [ll] and by Garabedian, Hille, and Wall [7]. It

thus appears that if H(xi) has an inverse, then the conclusion of Theorem 8.3

is a trivial consequence of (8.31). It would be interesting to know whether

Theorem 8.3 could be strengthened by establishing existence of a regular

moment function uz{z) satisfying (8.31) even when iJ(xi) does not have an

inverse.

The sequences k", in which <Rsq = 0, qr*0, are not the only sequences of

which the question of summability H(x) is settled by vanishing or non-

vanishing of a single moment of x(t)- Let p be a positive integer and let

(t>)
•* = ki/(k - p)\, k = 0,1,2, • • •,

where 1 /(k — p)! is interpreted to be 0 when k = 0, 1, • • • , p — l. Let H(x) be

regular, and let      denote the H(x) transform of sS?>. Then

C,*/ (1 - <)      SA     =--—t    ZuCn-p.kt (1 - 0
*-=0 (» — />)! *-fl

»!        r , «1
=-/p[/ + 1 - t]"-' =-1"

in — p)! (w — />)!

so that

(»1 n\      C1 » «!
=- tpdx(t) =- KP);

(»-/>)! J 0 (»-/>)!

this formula was obtained by Silverman [19] by another method. It is a

consequence of this formula that the sequence n\/{n — p)\, in which p is a

positive integer, is summable by a regular Hausdorff method H(x) if and

only if u(p) =0, u(z) being the moment function of x(0- This implies that if

H{xi) and H(Xi) are regular Hausdorff methods with moment functions

At2(z) and jui(z), and if H(x?d includes LT(xi). then each positive integer zero

of jui(z) must be a zero of n2{z).
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We are now in a position to prove the following theorem which, in par-

ticular, implies that the LeRoy method L does not include 3C.

Theorem 8.4. No totally regular method of summability can include 3C.

A method T of summability is totally regular if it is regular, and if also

the T transform of each real sequence sn for which sn—» + 00 diverges to + 00 •

Let p be a positive integer and let H(x) be a regular Hausdorff method such

that the moment function p(z) of x(t) vanishes when z = p. Then the sequence

«!/(» — p) \ is summable H(x) to 0. Hence the sequence is summable 3C to 0.

But when T is totally regular, the sequence is not summable T. This proves

Theorem 8.4.
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